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Dear sponsors, financial adopters, donors, volunteers and interested parties, 

It has been over 9 years since the Dolidi Ndano Foundation was established. During this 
period, we worked hard on the construction of the shelter and our goals to help 
disadvantaged children in Central Sulawesi in order to offer them a good future. In the 
meantime, thanks to the support of a large group of people who support the foundation, a 
good and solid project with a secure future has arisen. 

On December 16, 2019 we celebrate the 10th anniversary of the foundation. A target date 
to complete and implement our third goal; free medical care for disadvantaged children. We 
look ahead to this in this edition. The objectives; - childcare for underprivileged children and 
– education for underprivileged children have been running for some years with great 
results. Currently 25 children live in the shelter. We have 4 children who study at a 
university. 2 children have graduated and are working on a good future. In addition, we also 
support children from disadvantaged families in the area by sponsoring their school fees 
and/or medical care. 

In this edition of our newsletter we inform you about, among other things, the settlement of 
our assistance to victims of the tsunami and earthquake disaster in the Palu region. In our 
two additional editions of October 2018, we asked for support, announced our plans, and 
reported on the progress. We now close the promotion in this regular edition, with a report 
on the results and a financial statement.  

Due to the privacy legislation, Dolidi Ndano Foundation will no longer publish personal data 
and / or photos in its communication means without the explicit permission of the person or 
institution involved. All mentioned names and / or photos are therefore placed with 
permission. In our mailing, e-mail addresses are placed under Bcc so that they are no longer 
visible to others. 

I remain, also on behalf of the board,                                                                                                       
to thank you all again for your support! 

I hope you enjoy reading our news. 

Eef van Koningsveld, chairman. 

 

 

 

 

  

 Contact Indonesia; 

Eef van Koningsveld (chairman) 
E-mail: dolidi@xs4all.nl    
Phone; +62 821 3634 7930 

 

Contact Netherlands; 

Esther Braakhuis (secretary)      
E-mail: 
estherbraakhuis@gmail.com 
Phone: +31 6 18523005 

 

Post adres; 

Plutostraat 12                             
7557 KZ Hengelo (ov) Nederland 

Bank; 

ABN-AMRO Nederland IBAN: 
NL12ABNA0580442136 
BIC/SWIFT: ABNANL2A              
on name; Stichting Dolidi Ndano 

Information; 

Website:      
www.Stichtingdolidindano.com  

          
Fiscaal nummer  8216.82.817           
KvK nummer 09211631 
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Financial statement 
               Year report 2018 foundation Dolidi Ndano 

Liquid assets  31 December 2017 31 December 2018 

Bank account  €   3.888,23  € 11.029,78                                                          

Account Medical Fund €   7.500,00  €   2.200,05                                                

Account Study Fund € 10.500,00  €   4.000,00                                                            

Reserves  € 21.888,23  € 17.229,83                                                                           

Assets and Costs (after correction) 

Assets   Costs                                         

Donations    € 89.360,94 Exploitation  € 39.801,67                          

   Study Costs  € 18.549,13 

   Medical Costs  €   2.713,55 

   Maintenance school bus €   3,052,70    

   Maintenance buildings  €   8.945,65 

   Invests buildings  €   9.335,00      

      € 82.397.70 

   Result   €   6.963,24          

      € 89.360,94 

         

                             

Financial adopters  €  19.005,00                                                                                     

Donations   €  67.611,94       

Result Resort Dolidi Ndano €    2.744,00       

Donation Government  €            0,00          

Total donations 2018  €   89.360,94                                                          

Exploitation budget                                         

Food 25 children and staff  € 16.000,00    

Care / clothes   €   2.000,00  

School costs junior/senior  €   5.000,00  

Salaries Staff (7 members)  €   7.800,00  

Gas/Water/Electricity  €   1.400,00 

School bus /  scooters  €       800,00 

Inventory   €       500,00   

    € 33.500,00 

Budget costs                                     

Invest  school bus  € 30.000,00  

Maintenance buildings  €       800,00 

Invests buildings   €   2.000,00  

Medical costs   €   4.000,00 

Study costs (university)  € 11.000,00    

    € 47.800,00  

Budget assets                             

Financial adopters  € 15.000,00  

Donations from actions  € 25.000,00         

Donations/Gifts/Reserves  € 35.300,00       

Profit from Resort  €   6.000,00  

    € 81.300,00 

Balance 31 December 2018 

Received donations 2018 

Explanation 
On the balance sheet of 31 December 2018, the 

statement of income and expenses is higher than in 

previous years. This is partly due to the planned 

campaign to help victims of the tsunami and 

earthquake disaster in the Palu region of October 

2018. The assets and costs of this action have been 

included in the overall balance sheet.  

 A specification of the donations received and the 

justification of the expenses can be found on the 

page “completion assistance for victims of the Palu 

disaster”. The contribution from the Indonesian 

government was “0” in 2018. We have submitted 

the application documents with the request for 

support but have not received a response. We will 

address this in the next consultation with Dinas 

Sosial (the government social department).                                 

Budget 2019 

Over year assets / costs 
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In our additional newsletter editions of October 7 and 30, 2018, we have explained what the plans were for our assistance to the 

victims of the disaster in Palu. Many of you have supported and generously donated our plan. Now, March 2019, we can update you 

on the progress.  Due to some setbacks and the huge amount of work, it took a while before we could report on the settlement. We 

trust you understand. 

When the magnitude of the disaster became clear, we felt obliged by the goals our foundation has, to offer our help and to take 

action to help victim children. As stated in the first additional edition letter, we wanted to arrange and implement this in 

collaboration with the local government. Our offer was gratefully accepted and the cooperation promised. However, the practice was 

different; our offer to set up an emergency shelter on our site was not used in the end. The government had changed its mind and 

decided to take care of children in emergency camps and / or buildings in large cities. Unfortunately, they did not communicate this 

to us, so we made some investments that were not immediately necessary afterwards. Therefore, we had to revise our plans.  

Because we knew that many children had fallen victim, we decided to look for them ourselves. That was not easy in the beginning 

because many of our staff members had to look for missing family members in the disaster area. Fortunately, these family members 

were found and there were no casualties among them. When that was clear, we started looking for children in need for help in the 

disaster area. Initially without results because the government had already placed victims in camps and / or with relatives elsewhere. 

We then expanded our search area to central Sulawesi. The result was that we found some victim children with families who actually 

had no room or money to care for them.  In the end we admitted 7 children (5 girls and 2 boys) to our shelter, which were eligible for 

permanent admission. We already introduced the first three girls in our second extra edition. The other 4 children that we have 

admitted have been an indirect consequence of our search for victims. Our plan to support the Immanuel orphanage in Palu with the 

renovation of their building also failed. We received no response to our offer and we were told that the orphanage has temporarily 

stopped and may be restarted by the church. In Tentena there is an orphanage with the name Yahya who has admitted a victim and 

where we have made a small donation as a support on behalf of our children. We intend to support this orphanage a little more with 

an amount from the reservation of the Palu donations.  The consequence of the extra admission of the children to our shelter is that 

we have had to make some adjustments and renovations to our buildings.  The girls' sleeping building in particular had to be adapted 

because there is not enough space. In the financial overview you can see how we spent the proceeds of this promotion and for which 

an amount has been reserved. 

Expenses 7 children;                                                                

Beds, mattresses, bed linen € 1.080,00 

Clothing cupboards  €    328,00        

Clothing and shoes  € 1.036,50      

School fees 1 semester   €    350,00       

Personal care   €    360,50       

Medical care *    €    952,00             

Extra Refrigerator  €    240,00       

Drinking water instal.   €      85,00 

Extra washing machine  €    385,00 

Contribution purchase bus  € 2.000,00 

Purchase extra scooter  € 1.060,00 

Contr. Add. Exploit  € 1.000,00        

Contr. staff extension   €    720,00     

Donation Yahya    €    200,00 

Adjustment / renovation.   € 1.226,00                                   

Total                 € 11.023,00 

Assets donations 

  Totaal  € 14.963,60 

Totaal 

Reserves;                                         

Bathroom Girls  €  1.450,00       

Study Uni Tabitha €  1.325,00  

Schoolfees 2nd semester                                

6 children    €     300,00               

Support  Yayasan Yahya €     815,60               

Total                                      €  3.890,60                

Explanation; Due to the arrival of 7 

children, we have had to expand the 

staff with a cooking / washing assistant 

and a security officer. The 

accommodation and inventory have 

been adjusted and the operating 

expenses have been increased as 

described in the expenses column. In the 

second additional edition of our 

newsletter about the disaster, we 

indicated that a donation can be 

refunded upon request. We have not 

received a response to this and the 

remaining amount has been included as 

a reservation (see reservation column). 

Settlement                                            

expenses € 11.023,00 

Reserves €   3.940.60                    

Total  € 14.963,60 

  

Financial report 
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 1e dam gereed 

2e dam gereed 

The Dolidi Ndano Foundation is very happy with our new purchase, a Toyota Hiace minibus (16 seats). It is a very reassuring feeling 

that we can bring our children back to school safely and comfortably. Our old Ford Ranger had many defects, which meant that we 

could no longer safely transport our children. Due to the enormous exhaust fumes from a worn engine and the chassis defects that 

were remedied with (inexpert) welding, it was no longer justified to use the car for our children. We had already taken into account a 

replacement, as we indicated in the edition of our newsletter 15. However, the need for replacement came earlier than expected! 

The budget for the previous year 2018 already included a charge of € 12,000.00 for the purchase of a new school bus. The costs of a 

new bus are € 30,000.00. A shortage of € 18,000.00 The purchase of a used bus was not an option to our opinion, you do not know 

what you are buying in Indonesia, often original parts have been replaced by cheap counterfeit parts and a garage gives no 

guarantee! With a loan or lease, the car would cost € 39,000.00 after the repayment. To make up for the other deficit, friends of 

Dolidi have provided an interest-free loan and / or extra donation. That was the bargain! Friends ... thank you very much! We will 

repay this debt as soon as possible. Our new bus has enough seating for 20 children. Because 7 of our children (16 and older) go to 

the senior high school (SMA) and have different school hours, we had to buy an extra motor bike for them and the file is now 4 motor 

bikes.  

Still at the dealer 

Shoes off! 

Our 4 motor bikes  

The latest scooter 

Can all the plastic stay? Wow..staying dry when it rains! 
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The new clinic for our own children was commissioned                                                                                                                                                               

in September 2018, with a number of board members,                                                                                                                                                 

staff members, the children, the construction team and                                                                                                                                                 

special guests present. 

The official opening and thus the start for assistance to                                                                                                                                                                

underprivileged children in the region, has been postponed                                                                                                                                                  

by the upcoming government elections in Indonesia. As a                                                                                                                                                            

result, the establishment of rules and the issuing of permits                                                                                                                                                                            

stagnates. Only when we have all the documents we can                                                                                                                                                                          

make a program and a schedule for free medical care for                                                                                                                                                                        

underprivileged children in the region. We have planned                                                                                                                                                          

the official opening on December 16, 2019. We may already                                                                                                                                                                            

be able to start planning in November for doctors and                                                                                                                                       

nurses who have promised us their voluntary support.   

In the intervening period we try to gain as much experience as possible with the functioning of the clinic and with the diagnosis of our 

sick children. We are assisted by a local doctor and assistant from the hospital in Tentena who assists us on a voluntary basis. If 

necessary, we contact experts in the Netherlands who advise us by e-mail or telephone. 

We have already successfully treated many children in our clinic. Two newly admitted children (victims of the disaster) arrived with 

serious skin complaints. Five children have been admitted with chickenpox. Three children were spent after admission for further 

examination and treatment to the hospital, of which 1 child underwent emergency surgery. 

All treatments were a great success and everyone is healthy and complaint-free again. Our clinic and method have received great 

confidence from our children, our staff and external staff. A good basis to continue but we are not there yet. Our clinic still needs a 

financial injection to purchase the missing equipment and instruments. We also need a budget to, e.g. to set up a vaccination 

program and to provide information. We hope to receive sufficient donations (before the official opening in December) from actions 

planned. 

 

 

                                                                                                                       

Skin infection 

 

In the photos our clinic and the institution where we want to provide 

free medical care (within our budget and possibilities) to 

disadvantaged children. We will only provide this service for children 

with a credential that states that they cannot pay for medical care 

treatment at a local doctor or in the hospital. This letter is provided 

by the government through the mayor of the village (kepala 

kampung). More about the progress of our plans in a next 

newsletter. 
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General information; 

Our 25 children in the shelter all go to school in 3 levels, the primary school 

(SD), the junior high school (SMP), and the senior high school (SMA). All these 

schools are in Tentena. If a child already knows after leaving junior high school 

that he / she wants to follow a specific education, it is possible that they will go 

to a vocational high school (SMK). Because there are several schools in one 

grade, from the Christian church (GKST) and from the Government (NEGERI), 

our children are placed in a school that suits them best. If the children want to 

continue their studies at a university or academy, they are given a chance to do 

so, provided the budget in the study fund allows it. Following a specific study 

with very high costs is only possible if we can find a sponsor for it ( or multiple 

sponsors). The Dolidi Ndano Foundation always tries to help realize a child's 

dream for the future.  

   Performance;The school and study 

performance of our children are great, on 

the interim report (Christmas) all children 

scored an average of 8 (B) or higher. The 

children realize that they get a chance of a 

good future through the Dolidi Ndano 

foundation and are extremely motivated to 

do something about it. We naturally try to 

fully support them in this. For those 

children who do not want to, or ae not able  

to complete or continue their studies, we 

still have a practical training option on our 

project. 

Dodi studies politics at UGM University in Yogyakarta in Java. He is busy with his 1st semester. After many 

tests and a participation assignment for Warchild with a group of international students, he was finally 

admitted to his studies after 6 months of preparation. Dodi is doing well and he is having a good time. The 

support for Dodi his studies and livelihood in Yogyakarta is funded by a private sponsor because, given his 

age, he was never admitted to our shelter but lived and worked in the Dolidi Ndano resort. Many people 

know Dodi and that's why we report this in this newsletter. 

Agnes, studies as a pediatrician at the Medical University in Tiongkok, China. She has now completed her 1st 

semester in 3 months with good results. Studying is hard for her but she is having a good time and is very 

motivated. She has a large group of friends around her in the classroom and on campus, with which she 

shares joys and sorrows. The weather in China, just like in Europe, has 4 seasons and it is winter now. That’s 

new to Agnes.  She played in the snow for the first time in her life and made a snowman. Agnes indicates 

missing Dolidi and we miss her! Hopefully she can / may spend her vacation on Dolidi this summer. On the 

student news page 2 some more photos of Agnes in China! 

Tiara, studies law at the Satya Wacana Christian University in Salatiga on Java. She finished her 1st semester 

with very high marks. Tiara is also having a good time in Salatiga and has a nice room near the university. 

Tiara is a very active person and wants to prove herself, so she has joined the student organization (Menwa) 

on campus to train students in national team spirit, discipline, mentality and good leadership. Her wish is to 

find a (managerial) job with the army after completing her studies. 

Titin & Opin, study since September 2016 at the Stiem Bongaya University in Makassar,                                  

with great success and good results, for accountant. They are already working on their                                     

6th semester and hope to graduate next year. They live in a room near the University,                                                   

a location that they are currently not very happy about because of safety. There was a                              

burglary  during their holiday on Dolidi last February. The room was turned upside down,                                                

a guitar, laptop and accessories were stolen. The laptop has already been replaced                                    eeded 

because the girls need it for their studies. We are already investigating whether we can                                                   

find a new room with more security. 
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Tabitha would like to become a nurse and attend a healthcare education in                                                               

Makassar at STIK “Stella Maris”                                                                                                 

Utin, would like to become an accountant and study at the University of Stiem 

Bogaya, where Titin and Opin also study.                    

Gideon wants to study technics at the naval school BP2IP Barombong                                                                                            

in Makassar. He would like a job as a sailing technician.                                                                                                      

Alfret would like to become a skipper. He wants to do this through a prior 

education (SMK). Because there is no possibility in Tentena to follow this 

specific training, he wants to do so at the same school with Gideon in 

Makassar. Given his age that is a big step but he is very persistent and 

motivated. He will stay intern at SMK Katanka with shelter and care.                                                                                                                                   

 

                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Children going to study this year; 

This year 4 children will leave our shelter to 

study elsewhere. We are in full preparation to 

arrange a study and location that suits them. 

We do this in consultation and cooperation 

with the children. We do not lose sight of the 

fact that the children must follow their heart in 

their choice, the children also listen to our 

advice and therefore we think we can make a 

good choice together. All this must of course be 

financially feasible and fit within our budget. 

And of course they must successfully complete 

their current education. On the right the 

(provisional) choices of the children that we 

agree on and support. 

Tabitha Utin Gideon Alfret 

Student 

Photos 
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                  Maintenance of land and buildings; 

Again, in the autumn of 2018, a lot of maintenance work had to be done 

on grounds and buildings. A long-held wish was to fill the ground inside 

the dam and to get a flat surface. That work has now been completed 

because an excavator was working on activities in the Dolidi area and we 

were able to hire these people and machine for a low price. Fortunately, 

we had a low water level in the lake and in 2 days’ time, sand from the 

beach outside the dam was transferred inside. A job that was impossible 

to do by hand. A drainage has also been installed in the soil to allow the 

excess rainwater to drain away easily. The kitchen building, whose outer 

walls still had water damage from the floods, has now been refurbished 

with a meter-high tile wall. Due to the arrival of more underprivileged 

children and victims of the Palu disaster, the buildings have been 

modified a little and renovations have been done to give these children a 

good home. That work is not yet completely finished. We intend to make 

a bathroom in the girls' dormitory, which has only one room left. Their 

current bathroom, which is in the kitchen building, then becomes a 

laundry room for clothes and linen. With the groundworks, a new 

vegetable garden has also been laid and a compost bin has been built, 

this garden will soon be set up when all work is done. A few paths have 

also been laid that make walking on the terrain in the rain, easier. The 

photos show the work on land and buildings. 
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Sameng and Rusmiati Buru-Toea                                                                                      

were hired in December 2018 to                                                                              

strengthen the staff because of the                                                                                      

large number of children in our shelter.                                                                                           

Samseng does maintenance on gardens                                                                          

and buildings; Rusmiati works in the                                                                          

kitchen and takes care of the laundry.                                                                                        

Both now live on Dolidi and are therefore available 24 hours a day. 

 

Adrianus Kalenke, was hired in                                                       

July 2018 as a manager. He leads                                                    

staff and children. He also                                                

maintains school contacts,                                                  

attends government meetings                                               

and examines applications for                                            

admission of a disadvantaged                                                 

child. 
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Fendri 

13 years 

Aulina 

10 years 

Talitha   

10 years 

Tabitha   

17 years 

Edo    12 

years 

Aura     

8 years 

Rina    

15 years 

Lisa      

14 years 
Meiske  

13 years 

Veronika  

13years 
Jeli        

11 years 

Eleven children were admitted to the Dolidi shelter in 2018. Two children have left the shelter for study and                                                                   

two children have been placed with family for good reason and with our support. All children have their own                                                                    

story,  from underprivileged to victim. Because the newsletter is distributed to interested parties in countries                                                                                                       

around  the world (including Indonesia), we do not place their stories in the interests of the children. Some                                                                                            

children, such as Tabitha,  were admitted at an older age (as a result of the Palu disaster) These are exceptions                                                              

that we made to our policies and rules. In the photo, a new child is warmly welcomed by the  group and                                                          

presented  a stuffed animal. 

New Staff members 
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                                             4-Day March Nijmegen.                                                                                                                         

In 2018, Ria Spanbroek, Diny Sluiter and Wim Roelofs walked the 4-day sponsorship march of 

Nijmegen for Dolidi. This with great success and Ria has handed a check with a donation of        

€ 6,025.30 to Eef. (photo). This year 2019 Ria will again try to repeat this walking performance 

and support our charity again. This time she is walking with Evelien Meester and Marja 

Mooten. The ladies are already in full training. If you want to support them again this year by 

encouraging and sponsoring them, you can do so via the website 

www.devierdaagseesponsorloop.nl (search by name) We wish Ria,    

Evelien and Marja a lot of success and especially a lot of fun! 

             

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

      Sponsors in the spotlight                     

On this page we would like to mention a number of donations from sponsors and / or sponsorship campaigns that we think are a 

special story to tell. There is of course a story behind every donation, but that is too much for us to mention. We are sorry if your 

story is not on this page but you are cordially invited to inform us so that we can possibly publish an extra newsletter edition. In any 

case, it is good for you to know that every donation, in whatever form, is highly appreciated and that it is 100% for the benefit of the 

project and the children. Thanks to all of you, the children are healthy, happy and have the chance on a good future. To our opinion 

the results are very good and we hope that you also experience it as such. On behalf of the Board, employees, volunteers, staff and 

the children "Thank you very much for your support"! 

Cycling for Dolidi 

After their stay on Dolidi, Marie-Anne and Giedo wanted to mean something more for our shelter. 

Giedo wrote in an email; “I used to be an avid cyclist / racer who climbed European mountains for 

myself and sometimes for projects for young people or adults with a (multiple) disability. Those 

mountains, and also my beloved cycling classics, are a thing of the past; I can't achieve that 

anymore. By now I am happy if I can finish a bike ride of about 100 km. More has been out of the 

question for a while now.  Marie-Anne & I were so impressed by your project after our vacation 

with you on Lake Poso, that I had already decided to start a sponsoring campaign: ” So, Giedo 

started training seriously and took the challenge with himself to get 150 (!) Kilometers on the 

meter. And he succeeded! He wrote to friends, family and colleagues to "reward" him for this 

achievement in the form of a gift to Dolidi. The goal was 20 million Rupiahs (around € 1200), but 

that has become nothing less than € 2000! Chapeau, Giedo! and of course thanks to Marie-Anne 

for the mental and logistical support. 

Campaign Roncalli School community 

“I am Anna, 16 years old and I am in the Roncalli School Community. I'm with a 

school organization, called Interact. Interact is actually the Rotary for young 

people between 13 and 18 years old. Among other things, we are involved in 

organizing activities to raise money for charities. An employee at the Roncalli 

told us about the Dolidi Ndano foundation. We were all very enthusiastic about 

what the foundation meant and what you did, that we would like to make it our 

charity” That has resulted in a Christmas promotion; teachers dressed as Santa 

Claus and a gala benefit. Proceed; no less than   € 524,-!    

Thank you so much, dear students from Roncalli! 
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Marjon Nahuijsen has seen and experienced our project on her vacation trip.        

She was touched by our work and we received an email from her with       from her 

with the following text;                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

“I am particularly pleased that the Edese Golfclub Papendal gives me the opportunity to organize a benefit tournament for the Dolidi 

Ndano Foundation! The Edese Golfclub Papendal in Arnhem makes the golf course available for charity once a year. In November 2018 

I asked the board if I can organize the tournament for your foundation this year. Yesterday I got the green light! ”                              

Splendid action Marjon ! It is heartwarming that you want to do this for the underprivileged children in Central Sulawesi!                              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Water for charity! 

We received the following e-mail from Hanny Pijnenburg; “I own restaurant Colors World Food. We always 

have a good cause in my restaurant. This is alternately a good cause in the neighborhood (preferably in 

Wageningen) and a goal farther away from home. I always try to find a charity in which I or one of my 

employees is personally involved. We raise money with the sale of tap water. Guests pay us 1 euro for a bottle 

of tap water and all these euros go to the charity that is the goal at that time”. 

We have selected the Dolidi Ndano foundation for the coming period (1 October to 31 December) because 

family of two of my employees are involved in project. The 2 employees are Bram and Ilse. This great initiative 

with which Colors World Food indicates its involvement with charities, has raised € 463.20 as a donation for 

Dolidi. Hanny and employees of Colors World Food, thank you very much! Chef Bram in front 

of the charity sign 

New websites for foundation- and Resort Dolidi Ndano 

The foundation website has been renewed, it can now be read in the English and / or Dutch language, this also applies to the Resort 

website. We hope that we have met the wishes of our international interested parties. We think it's worth to take a peek ! 

www.stichtingdolidindano.com                                      www.resortdolidindano.com 

The board of the Edese Golfclub Papendal makes its course available for 
this golf tournament. 
You can enjoy the beautiful course, a generous prize table and a lottery 
with surprising prizes. 
The day will be concluded with an aperitif and Indonesian buffet, entirely 
provided by "de Hofmeester". 
Register and thereby support the work of the Dolidi Ndano Foundation 
Participation costs 100 Euro per person (coffee, green fee and dinner 
included)Your participation will be confirmed after your registration fee 
has been transferred to ABNAMRO bank account number 
NL12ABNA0580442136 to  Stichting Dolidi Ndano marked Benefit golf 
tournament 2019 EGC Papendal 
(The Dolidi Ndano Foundation has ANBI status). 
For questions you can contact the organizers:           
Marjon Nahuijsen marjon.nahuijsen@gmail.com  M 0651994520 
Esther Braakhuis  estherbraakhuis@gmail.com M 0618523005 

 

Advance notice           

“play Golf for a shot ”  

http://www.stichtingdolidindano.com/
mailto:marjon.nahuijsen@gmail.com
mailto:estherbraakhuis@gmail.com
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Pictures taken by the children 


